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PREFACE

This is Part 1 of the final renort of the TIE funded project, Research

into the Development of Affective Instruments in the Lansing School
District. This project, funded from February 15, 1940 - February 011,
19111, provided monies to investigate the deVelopment of two affective
measures. The instrument described ,fin this report was designed to
measure the effects of counseling services on students 'in grades three
through six. The,other measure was designed for students in grades one
and two and is described in Part 2 of this report.

ti

This project was managed by'Robert Young, Offibe of evaluation
Services,.Lansing School District, The administra*,or' ultimately
responsible fpr the project was Dr. Grace Iverson, nirector of the
Office of Evaluation Services. Ms. Ronda Hunter and nr. John Hunter of
Michigan State University were responsible for much of the research
described -in this report; however:, the Office of Evaluation '',Arrvi.;"es is

ultimately responsible fpr its contents.

Persons wishing more information should cont3ct the Office of
Evaluation Services at (517) 374-43117.
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AR*RACT

The Student Self- Report is a 35 item, affeetive,zultip14 choice
questionnaire. .The instrument ,was developed to mensure the kinds of

behavioral and attitudinal changes :/hich elementary pounselors most
often attempt,to produce when they provide services. The instrument
has three subscales measuring self-concept, classroom behavior and
getting along with others. The instrument as a whole, and two of the
spbscales, self-concept and classroom behavior, have sufficient
reliability and validity for use Sn measuring differences between
grou'ps of students. The third subscale, getting elong'with others,
includes items of widely differing content and should not be used by
itself to evaluate gr=oup differences.

The instrument was administered to selected. students in nine elementary
schools served b?,c-ounselorf. A cluster analysis 2f the instrument was
done, and the items were grouped into seven conter4clusters. 'A path
analysis was also completed with these data. This analysis suggested a
model for the de(relopment orself-concept.

Finally, the instrument was used to measure the impact of small Nt%ouo
and individual counseling services. Significant effects wars found for
these services in increasing classroom compliance and positive
attitudes toward making friends. These data were incopsistent,
however, with the instrument's measure of program chanke from the
previous yearn. This' inconsistency suggested that the instrument shares
a problem with other affective hePsures we have" used; it is somewhat
insensitive to program effect. Nevertheless, the results of the study
provide insight into the development of affective 'problems in
elementary children and the way in which counseling programs address
these concern's.

iv
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THE DEVELOP"ENT OF AN TsTaii:!="97 "EATIEr THE EFFECTS of
COlMSFLTHq SERVICES 0 ELFME'liTAR SCMOOL Ct!ILDar

GRADES THREE 114PoUGH SIX

The research describel in this report reflects efiprts by the Lansing
Scoot. District, Office. of Evaluation Services, to develop affective
instruments suitable for measuring the effects of elementary counseling
services on students in grades three through six. These re*Search
activities were begun because of difficulties we have encountered in
measuring affective change. Prior to the development of 'ate men-sure
described in this paper, the Office of Evaluation Services had worked
.with several "counseling type" projects for which the objective data
showed no change, while the staff directly involved :rith the project
counselors, teachers, parents an administratv argued that
the Program had produced ma3car changes in students tha't the instruments
failed to raeasure.

In the winter of 1177, the Lansinz School 7istrict received 2 special
'allocation of funds from the "ichigan Legislature for providing
counseling services to student in elementary scho61 buildings. This
grant included an evaluation comnonent'which required the
identification or development of affective measures for evaluating, the
program. A review of available instruments, however, revealed no

types of changes counselors exp4ected t produce. For example, the

instruments which were both and also measured the

Elementary School Test Evaluation (1970) published by the Center for
.the Study of Evaluation rates tests on the basis of measurement
validity, examinee appropriateness, administrative usability and normed
technical exellence. One hundred and ten active instruments are
listed for the first, third and fifth grade. All but four of these
tests were rated "poor" in the area of formed technical excellence, an''
all but thirteen were rated "poor" in the area of measurement. validity.

Although several technically sound scales are available, i.e.,
Coopersnith's (1975) SelfEsteem Inventory and the PiehsParris
Children's SelfConcept Scale, these scales tend to measure global,
stable personality traits. Couns"elors, on the other hand, provide
relatively Short term intervention we have found_At to consist of
five to twenty individual or small group sessions and focus on rather
specific problems which are interfering with the students' performance
in school. We found that most of the counselors' time is spent in
responding to classroom Problems, i.e., fighting, noncompliance, and'
"attitude problems". Counselors also stressed that they work on see' (
concept and on helping student's build re]etionships with tli4ir poPrs.

We were not convinced that the tyne of intervention provider
counselors is approoriatelY measured by general personality scales.
evertheless, interviews with counselors suggested that observable, and
therefOre measurable, changes were re;liably produced as a result of the
counselors' activities. Therefore, a pilot student self report
instrument was developed to evaluate the pr ect. Reliability" and
factor analysis data Collected on this instrt ent showed the instrument

1
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to be a stable,. valid measure which reflertori h-hnvioral chanr.es
resulting from counseling services. After this evaluation was
completed,4however, several concorps remained which are addressed by
the results Outlined in this paper. First, the data reported by Flood,
Petersen and Young (19793, offered only a `;lobes. meesurn of hoav;loral .

and attitudinal changes, and dii not pinpoint tale specific are-siln
which counselor intervention was most effective. second, our
experience in evaluating the Counseling Project showed that the pilot
instrument missed several important affective areas addrested by
counselors. For example, the test failed to measure student's positive
social contacts with other students and the extent to which students,.
liked othei- people in their environment. Finally, the factor 'analysis
of the pilot instrument failed to discriminate between several types of
items which-seemingly tested di.fferent traits.

This paper presents data collected in our efforts to levelon an
affective measure which addressed these_concerns. It,cont-eins
reliability and validity data for the final version of the Stu1:-n; sal f
Report, a model of affective development resulting from a path
analysis lone on these data, a measure of the traits exhibited by
students referred for counseling services, and a measure of the effects
of counseling services. '-fe found that the measure lid not consistently
show gains for students receiving counseling services. 'levertheless,
the date provide valuable information on the development of affective
traits, the measurement of these traits, and the 'way in which short
term, school based, affective programs serve students with affective
needs. .-

"ethods

"Subjects

The subjects for this study were third, fourth, fifth And sixth grade
students,in nine schools in the Lansing School %strict. These schools
had three grade configurations. Five of the.scho is served students in
g-rades K-u, three of.Lhe schools served ent n kindengkrten and
the fifth and ope of he schools served students in
grades K-3. In i,11:arc ools one third end one fourth
grade classroom , ected or ntestino,. I en the uope
elementary school's h grade classrooms wore
randomly selected f g Tn addition, counselors tested students
who were served regu , but who were not included in the elassroom
testing. Complete pre-test data were received for coC students, 14,-; of
these students had complete data for both the pre and tl post -rest for
at least one of the subscales.

Instruments

The prim'ary instrument for this study was the Student Self-Report, a
hirty-five question, multiple choice questionnaire. An example of a

2
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question from the instrument is shown in Figure 1,below. Theentirp
--Instrument is included in appendix' A. Each item scored as a Li'.ert
Scale, The most positive of the 4 responses was' scored gs a "u", and
the least positive was scored as a "1".

(

4-

How many friends do you have in school?
A. I have a lot of friends'in school.
,R. I have quite a few friends in school.
C. I don't have very many friends in school.
D. r don't have any friends in school.

,Figure 1. An example of an item from the Student Self-Report.

The Student Self-Report was developed in the Lansing School District. by
the Office of Evaluation Services to reflect 'the affective issues most
often addressed by counselors. The initial set of it ms awes developed
after meetings in which counselors described the specific behavior ,And

attitude changes produced by their services. A pilot instrument :,as
developed and reviewed by the counselors. This instrument was
idesigned to address- three general affective areas, self-concept,
classroom behavior and getting along with others.

The pilot instrument was administered to students during the 1175? -I9
school year; reliability coeffici4hts and factor analyses were
completed onthese data. fleasured by Cronbach's npha, the
reliability co4fficient for the entire scale was .1°. The subseale
reliabilities were .70 for self-concept, .S1 for classroom behavior and
.69 for getting along with others. The ?actor Anelysel showed that
most of the self - concept items were in one cluster, and most of the
classroom behavior items were in another cluster. The getting along
with others scale, however, contained three tyres of items. Some
items asked the student whether other students liked them. These ite"Is
correlated very well with the self-concept scale. A second group of
items did not correlate well with any, of the scales, but fit better
with the classroom behavior items. The only remPining items corr'elated
with each other, and seemed to measure belligerence, that is, hitting,'
shoving and fighting.

items which did not correlate 'well with any of the scales %Jere removed
from the instrument; Redundant.items were els8 removed to shorten the
instrument. The items on how well the student was liked were novel to
the, self- concept scale. Finally, new items were written to Attempt.to
measure getting along with others. These attempted to measure whether
the student likes other students, and whether he or she initiates
positive social contacts with other students.

Tith these revisi4ns the size of the final instrument was reduced from
to 35 items. 1eliebility and validity data are discussed in ':hr

Results section of this Doper.

'A second source of data for this study was weekly counselor logs.
These lots listed the students seen by the counselors each wee';. The
logs were used to determine the ambunt of counselor service reeeilp.d
between the, pre and post-test by each of the !yls*ed stut-nts.

3



Testing Procedures

Classroom testingtesting was done by staff trained by the Office of Evaluation.
Services. The classroom teacher, however, remained"in the room while
testing was conducted. The tester introduced him gr herself, explaihqd
the reasons we, were condUcting the testing, and explained that the
tests were confidential,'and that teachers, parents and counselors
would not see the students' answers. After two practice questions; the

ir tester read the test items to the students. The Students Also had
their gen copy of the test. Counselors tested the students who had ndt
been included in the random sample. Ithless.these students had a
reading problem, they read and completed the test on their,own.._.

Results and Discussion
A

Content Analysis of the Student Self-Report

The Student Self-Report contains twenty three Items from sthe pilot .

instrument, and twelve new items. 'It is organized into three sub-
scales: self-Concept, getting along With others and classroom
behavior.

The s -concept subsealeis Composed entirely of items from the pilot
instrument. in the analysis of that instrument, all Of these items
loaded on the same !actor. These items can he subcategorized, hOtiever,
ihto the following content areas: )

Self,imaje: Items 2, 4, 5, 6 and 8
These frems ask the students how well they like r,henselvls, how

many things they do 'well, how good looking are they, Ad how often
it is their fault when thinks go wrong.

Li_ked_ by others: Ttems 1, 1, 7, 9, 10 And 11
These ite'is probe whether the studen:.:s PerceiVe themselves as
lkeble people: They' ask whether the student is easy to get

along_with, whether the students believe other people When they
tell them they like them, whether the student let blamed for things
that are not their fault; and whether the students feel they have
friends and that other students like them.

The getting along with others aUbscale was largely rewritten after the
analysis of the pilot instrument. This analysis shouted that the
only items from the original subscale'which loaded on the sane factor
'Were items measuring antisocial behaviors - hitting, shoving, fiighting, 40

o etc. ,The new subscale contains three items from the pilot instrument
and eleven new items: These its can he subdivided into the following
content clusters:

belligerence: items 12% 14, 20 and 22
These items ask the student how oftemthey fight, whether it is o44°
to wreck other people's stuff, whether they tease other children -

and whether they get Angry when the teacher points out,a nista1/4e.

4
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Liking others: Items 1!!; 16, 17, 13 and 291 q
These items measure whether the,students lie other students in
school, whether they feel the other students are nice people,
Whether they have'a good friend in class, and whett,ier they would
,wan,t to work'uith a group of other students from the class.

'Positive Social Skills: 'Items 15, 19 and 21
These items measure social skills which help students make and
-keep friends: ,talking over problems :with friends, sharing an
joining other students in games.

Empathy: Items 24 and 25

These items measure the extent to which the students try to help -

another student who is having problems: spending tine with a
student others .dislike; asking a crying sstudent what's wrong.-

All but one of the 4 assroom behav4Oi. items had'been on the o4lot -
instrument and in the factor'analysis of that instrument these items
all loaded on the same factor. The items all address non-compliance
issues in the claisroom; however, the content of the it'ems suggest the
following subclysters.

Disobedience: Items 26, 27, 29, 3/ and /LI

These items measure whether the students do what they are told to
do, take care of their books and materials, behave when the teacher
is out of the room, never refuse to talk to'the teacher and pay
attention in class.

-{

1

Talking: It14.28, 31 and 32

These items measure whether the students talk when they are not
supposed to, .pother other students when they are trying to wort:,
and are out of their seats when they are not supposed to be.

Lack of-Concern for 'fork: Items '0 and
These items asked the' students whether r-they complete their work,
and whether they continue to work when the teacher isn't watching.

The-preceding content .clusterspive an overview,of the traits the
subscales were ,designed to measure. Self-concept was defined as both
self image and an image of oneself as a person whom others:like:
Getting along with others was defined as a leJk of belligerence, the
presence Of some pro-social skills, a general attitude of regard and
irking of others and empathy for the problems of otobers.

".the classroom behavior 'ubscale Measured compliance issues -
disobedience, talking out of turn and lack of concern for work.
Clearly there is some overlap in the content of dbme of the clusters
assigned to different subscales.' Some .of the items from the "liked by
others" cluster seem to measure the same kinds of traits measured by
the "liking.others" suhscale. The antlsociarbehavior items from the
getting along with others subscale address issues which are also
behavior problems in the classroom. Thus, these items might as er.sily
have been placed in the classroom behavior suhscale,

5
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The three subscales, however, are not necessarily intended to be
orthogonal. The counselors indicated that these were the general areas,
most oftenliddressed _in individual counseling sessions, and.therafore,
we attempted to provide separate data for these three areas. "e hoped
that the discrimination between the t?Iree subseale scores would he
sufficient to provide a more precise. measure than that provided by the
total .scale score. Nevertheless, we expected` that the three scales
would be highly related.

Scale Reliability

The primary question'addressed byethis research was whether the Student
Selfieport could be used as a reliable measure of selfconcept,-
classroom behavior, and getting al6ng with others. Therefore, two .

estamateS of reliability were computed for the Student Self Report and
its subscales. These data are shown in Table 1. Gronbach's Alpha Was
used as i_ifteaSurflaternal_aFsi-stency, and Pearson Product=!!oment
correlations wire computed betwfren .etie pre and'posttests.to.providn a
measure ofite:streCest reliability. Although the revised - instrument
contained fewer items, these data show that the reliability forth'?
Student SelfReport remained consistent with that of the pilot
instrument. The reliability of the alorig with others subscale,
however,.remairied lower'than that of the other subscales, suggesting
that the revisions to this scale did-not produce a unidimensionpl
measure.

f

TABLE
Reliability Estimates for the Student Self- Report

and-i'ts.Subscales

,SCALE
i OF

ITEMS

Self-Concept c 11

. Getting Along 14

>4ther

Classroom Behavior 10

Total Scale 36

-

INTERNAL CONSISTENCY TEST-RETEST
(CRONBACH'S ALPHA) (PEARSON'S r)

MEAN SD PRE POST PRE VS.'POSTo

3:11 .42 .73 ' .77 .7

3.24 .36 .64 .70 .49

3.44 .43 .78 .84 .59

1 . ,

3.26 .30 .83 .85 .64

\, , .

The data, in Table 2 show item statistics for the individual items of -. .

the Student ScilfReport . Three sets of statistics are included: -item
means and.standard deviations:'correlations between the item score and
the totaltseores on the test and subtest (the correlations were
Corrected for.the inclusion of the.item s6ore)f and the:,factor loadings

. ,
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TABLE 2: .

Item Statistics and Factor Loadings of Items From
the Student Self-Report Pre-Test

ITEM MEAN

1 3.23
2 '3.31

( 3 3.07 '

4- 3.33-
6 2.99

,

fi

7..'

-1 2.82
2.60'

8. 3.22
,- 9. 3.16

10 '. 3.46
11 3.00

AVERAGE
f

SELF-CONCEPT
ITEM ,

12
13

'14

15 '

16 ,

-17.

18 . ,

19 jor-

20

21 . .

22

23

30:1
es

3.14
3(29

3.10
2.91
3.26
3.26

3.76
2.54
3.68
2.89
3.71

3.09
24 3.56
25

. 3.16
AVERAGE

GETTING ALONG 3.24
WITH OTHERS

ITEM ,

.26

27

, 3.69

3.41
28 . 3.30
2Q,' 3.74
30 3.47
31 3.39
32 3.10
33 3.36
34 3.38
35 3..61

, AVERAGE
BEHAVIOR 3.44cLASSROOM

ITEM'

AVERAGE'
TOTAL SCALE 3.26

2 ,.ITEM
Primary fact9r loading.

SD

.771.. . 7 ,

.83

:69

.85

.81

1.06

.74

.74

.72

.86-

.80

.89,

.65

.99

.79

,69

.75

.59,

1.02

.66

..88

.64

.98

.64

.83

.79,

'.

.58

.78

.77

.55

.67

.79

'.91

.91

.75

.60

.73

.77

CORRECTED FTEMH-
TEST CORRELATIONS FACTOR LOADINGS

TOTAL-TEST SUB-SCALE I ,II 'III

,

.44

:32

.40
.24,

.26

.33.

.31

.8

.38

.33

.36

:27

'.0.

.47

.47

.24

.25

.50

.29

.08

.23*

.08

.03'

.11

.24*

.29*

.03

.35

:37*
.21

.39*

.52*

.54*

-1-219

.26

.63*

.15

.13

.07

'-.08
'-.15,

-.12

..12`

-.13

.05
.37 .49 .02 .66* -'..03
.36 .51 -.02 :64* .09

.33 .38 .13 .43 .01

.24 . .17 .35* '-.02 .12

.28 .25' .03 .35* .17
. .37,, .31 .48* -.01' .21

.14 .20 .08 .15 .29*

.53 .38 .23 .56* ,* .19

.45 .37 .24 .36* .24

.32 .23 .03 .44* .15

.28 . .14 .11 .35*

.28 .31 .27 '-.05 .36*

.24 , .31 .03 .17 .37*

.25

.18 ,

.25, .34*

-.11
.14 .

.34*
.31

.21'
.21 .26 .10 .06 .33*

.
.17 .27 /.1 -.09 .44*

.

.28 .27 ;17 .18 .27

.41 .55 .57* -.01 .19

.44 .54 .58* .01 .22

.34 :45 .57* .00 -.01

.38 .37 .32 .07

.34 .32 ..33* .19 .08

.44
.-- 2, .57 ..0'"*".,66* .06 .02

.45 .57 .68* .08 -.02

.22 L '.24 ".29* .05 .05

f .43 - ,47 ,.48* .18 .09
, .44 .54' .57* .16 .01

,

.39 .46 .51 .08 .10

.33 ".36 .14 .23 .14

04.
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of the items in a principal)comp.anent factor analysis with iteration
and 'Varimax rotition. The number offactors.in this analysis has
limited to three since only three factors had Elgenvalues gre.4tsr
than one (1) aftActotati.611.

these data suggest.svieral concldsions. *First, the items from the
classroom benvior subscale clearly define a variable which can add to A-

the information provided by the total scale score. All but one of
,geese items loaded on factor 1, with-An average loading of .51.
Furthermore, the ay.erege'correlation t+eteen f,hc subsc11° score end the
indilndual item scores was .45 ss comnarer!,to R correlation of .7')
*IPetUeen the item scores and the total. score. The .difference between.
these correlations was -signiftcant at the .05 level, t dep (0). =

P <005.
)11

. The selfconcept scale is less well defined, but still provides
additional information compered io the total score. Eight of the
eleven items from this scale loaded on-factor 2,- with an average
loading of .43. The average correlation between the subscale score-and
the individual item score was .38 as compared with an average
correlation of .31 between the item soores'and the total score. This
difference approached, but did not reach one-tailed significance at the

t%dep (10) 1.75, < n <.05.

The itens.crom the getting along with others scale did not form a
unitary factor.0 Five of the fourteen items showed 60imarVloeding
on Factor 2 with-the majority of te'selfconcepcitems. These items
asked students about how well they jiked other students in the school 44
Three of the items loaded on Factor 1 '4th' the classroom behavior
items; these items stressed belligerence hitting, shoving, fighting,
etc. The remaining items loaded on Factor 3 and measured positive'
_social contacts sharing, taking care-of other students, etc.

Thud, the getting-along with others scale does not provide Additional
information beyond the information provided by the total score. Tn

fact, the average correlation between the individual items And the

subscale is lOwer than the c rrelation between the items and the total
score. There'does,seeri to'b a cluster of items in this scale,
however,. which can be separ ted from the dthevitems in the instrument;
thesV items measure "pro social" behavior.

An general, the Student SelfReportordvides An affective me sure
with sufficient reliability to tie used to evaluate effectivorprogrms."
In addition, two of its subsceles, the selfconcept and classroom
behavior scales provide reliable,,more sbecific affective leta. The
third scale, getting along with others is.:less reliable, end does not
seem to provide information which differs systemet ally from the total
test score.

Fine Grain Cluster Analysis,.

The 'factor analysis in the preceding section rAvPaled problems with
the content analysis. No stngle general lector was found for the
getting along with others subscale, yet the analysis did not scmarnte

8-



Items of clearly different content in/other subscales, i.e., the self-
image and litipig others subclusters of tteMs.

.

Therefore, ple items were clarified according to content, based on a
. series of 'exploration factor analysis, and this new content analysis
was used to start a series of confirmatory factor anelyses. This

4 process was'continued until a final analysis emerged .n
content analysis and factor,analysis were in perfect agreement.

In the final analysis, 27 items were categorized inrq.ne meaningful
clusters,,,while eight, items were placed.in a residual category. The
residual caegory.items seemed to measure different treits for

different students.. For example, item 12 asks the student-whether or
not he/she gets angry when the teacher points out a mistleke.' This was

,categorized in the.belligerence subcluster. The datAler

analysis showed that some students reacted as predicted (on the basis
ofwhether or not they get mad at the teacher); however many other
students seemed to react On the basis of whether they get mad at
themselves if they made a mistake. MOst items in the residual set are
of this sort.. The Ltems were open to. several interpretations or
measured several variables. None of these items correlated very well
'with each.othier or any of the clusterin the analysis.

Table 3 shows the correlations between the nine content areas for thll!
595 complete pre-tests. The correlations were computed. qsing
confirmatory factor analysis with' commvalities, and are corrected for
attenuation.

"se

, -

-Table 3. Correlations between the fine grained clusters (= 50g
pre-tests,,cor:reletions corrected. for attenuation, decimals
omitted)

Social Skt.11s

Belligerence
Talking
Disobedient
Lack -of concern for work,
Personability
Friend's

Apoearance
Self-Liking

SS B T W F SL

100 57 27 4P 34 4A 24 5 #
57 ,100 62' 71, 43 '6 .0 7 -4
27 62' .10') 69 64 4.1 16 IP 11

48 71 69 1'00 75 49 16 7 24,

34., 4:3 64 75 100 49 1P 21 51
46 36 1R 40 '49 100 60 30 '70

24 0 16 16 30 '69 100 65 70
5 -7 10 7 25 35 65 10n 7P

-4 11 26 51 70 70 7P 100

The preceding cluster analysis se'rves to vnlidaf;e the content analysis
of the instrument. There are ;several, concerns, however, with using
these clusters for measurement. Several of the clusters are very
highly -correlated and have essential identical (i.e., within semolina?

error) corylatiOns with all other varcgbles. Therefore, these
alOters can be combined to form more reliable clusters without losing
eisential information:_ Moreover, no unique path diag'rem can he

4;
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fitted to the clusters individually (Hunter and Gerbing, .press).
,

Five of the fine grained clusters were combined ,using these crierie
into two second order clusters. Talking, diSobepent and lack of
concern 'for work were combined `into P on Compliance cluster. :The
appearance and self-liking clusters were combined into a Self-Ineg e

/ cluster. Uhile the .personabilitY`and friends, clusters were highli#
correlated, they did not have paralW.correlatIns with the other
clusters, and therefore could not be combined.'

At-the end-of the fine grain-cluster analysis/ 2' items were included
in 'six meaningful global"clusters. These ciiister& included:

Social Skills: Items 24,-21, 25 and 19 -"A
This cluster included most of the items from the positive soQ4a12
skills and empathy Content clusters: i.e.'Saring; talking over
;problems with friends, spending time with-a student others
dislike, asking a crying stuent whats-wronv..

Belligerence:. Items-2-0,'22 and 14

This .custer'included most of.t)09,,belligerence-items from the
conteni.analysis: i.e., wrecking other People's stuff, teesine:
other children, fighting.

=Non-Compliance: 'Items 26, 27, 29,. 20, 30, 11, 32, ?4 and 15
This cluster included all. but onerof the jtems from the classroom
behavior subscale of the instrument.

Personability: Items 1, 16 and 17

These items came from the liking others and liked by others content
analysis clusters. The questions seem toAleasure a positive
,attitude towards making friends, does the student see him or
herself as hard to get along with and others as generally nice.

Friends: Items 10, 9, 11 and 19

These items-measure whether, the student fifes liked by others, and
inclfdes most of the remsining its from the liking others and
liked by others content clusters. .

. Self-Image: Items 2, 4, 5 and 6

This cluster'included most of the items from the self-image content
cluster. They measure how well the students like themselves, how
many things they do well and how good )6oking they feel they are.

Descriptive statistics for the six global clusters. are shown in Table 4
for the pre-test,, post-test and' change scores. The means and stanierd
deviations were calculated for average response rather than summed
response to preserve the original respons,, Scale of 1 to 4. Two

-measUres of reliability are shown, Cronbaoh's Alpha was.used to measure,
internal consistency, and Pearson Product -7 Moment correlations were
computed between the pre and poetottest to estimate test-retest
reliability.

10
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Table,4. Descriptive statistics for the six global clusters on the pre
and post-test (11 = 4!!0.).

\

COSTER

i
OF

i,TEMS

PRE-TEST
-

POST-TEST CHANGE TEST-RETEST
PRE VS. POST

SD ALPHA X SO ALPHA X SD ALPHA

Social Skills 4 3.04 .52 .49 2.94 .59 .60 L.10 .61 !26 .40

Belligerence 3 3.49 .55
w

.57 3.43 .59 .63 -.07 ' .55 .12

4

.55

Non - Compliance 9 3.45 ..15 .79 J.25 .54 .85 ..19 .45 .58 .59

Personability . 3 3.25 .56

'.54

.62 3.22 .50 .52 -.03 .56 .23 .45

Friends 4 3.32 .73 3.35 .53

1.51

.72

.59

.01

:01 1

.54

.50

.45

.17

.50

.52
Self-Drage 4 3.12 .52 .61 3.1'2

, These data suggest that a set of content clusters have, been identified
which can provide more information than is provided_by the more general
subscales. These clusters have relatively good internal consistency

I addition, the pattern or correlations between the
clusters4(shown n Table 5 of the next section) suggests that these
clusters measure six different underlying variables since none of thee
clusters;dre pant el in their correlations with the other clusters in
the instrument.

Causal` Analysis

Table 5 presents the r"ew score correlations between the clusters on the
pre; tests, post-tests and the cluster change scores. These !
correlations are strongly affected by error of measurement and are thus
meaningful only'in terms of crude patterns. However, a consistent
pattern can be observed withip the clutter correlation matrices for the
are-teSt and post-test. That is; the hIghest correlations are'found
between adjacent clusters' in the matrix, and the correlations decrease
with increased distance between clusters in the matrix. : The ability to
develop a matrix with these properties suggests a rather simple causal
hierarchy between the variables measured'these clusters. In this
model, shown in Figure the relation'between two non-adjacent
clusters is mediated by variables which fall between them in the '

matrix.

019
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Social Skill
.82

4

mur

ow
Belligerence Compliance .56 Personability .70

.44 .83
.79

fro

Positive

Self-Image

Figure 2. A causal model which fits the' relationship between the
clusters of itiams on the Student Self-Report: The correlations above
the line taken were from pre-test data, those below the line were taken
from post-test data. The correlations were corrected for attenuation.

Table 5. Raw score correlations between ore-test, p st-test and
change scores (4 = 44R, test retest eorre .ions
underlined, decimals omitted.

P

R

E

S

C

H
A
N

0

PRE-TEST POST-TEST CHANGE

SS BEL COM PER FRI SI SS BEL COM PER FRI SI SS BEL CON PER FRI SI
Social Skills T60 -35 -27 -2b -Td --7 -Wb -JD' -7T -TT -TO -74 =T6 --r -71 =TI -74 =IT

Low Belligerence 30 100 47 22 -2 -3 27 55 44 -22 1 -4 0 -42 5. -3 '2. -1

Compliance 27 47 100 39 14 18 22 *41 59 28 15 17 -2 -3 -29 -14 '1 -2

Personability 26 22 39 100 47 33 10 16 32 45 27 21 -12 -5A 0 -60 -20 -13

Friends 14 -2 14 47 100 53 2 -1 5 32 50 41 -1 'ol -7 -19 -51 -13-

Self -Image 7 -3 18 33 53 100 1 -3 11 21 34 52 -5 0 -4 -14 t3 -51
4

Social' Skills 40 .27 22 10 2 1 100 39 34 29 13 5 63 15 17 16 11 4

Loy Bellilereneri30 55 41 16 -1 -3 39 100 54 27 -2 -3 12 53 23 8 0 0

ampliance 4 21 44 59 32 5 F% 34 54 100 29 13 14 15 15 60 8 2

Personability 14 28 45 32 21 29 ii 29 100 151 30 16 7 6 451 19 9

Friends 10 1 15 27 5Q 34 13 -2 13 51 100 52 4 -3 1 if 60 17

Self-Image -4 -4 17 21 41 .52, 5 -3 14 30 52 100 8 1
--\

6 10 48

Social Skills' ye 0 -2 -12 -10 -5 63 12 15 16 4 ' 8 100 13 20 26 14 .14
t

Low Belligerence -42 -3 -5 0 0 15 53 15 7 -3 1 13 100 21 11 -3 1

Compliance -3 5 -29 0 -7 -4 18 23 60 6 1 0 20 21 100 6 9 4
$

Personability -13 -3 -14 -60 -19 -14 16 8 -7 45 18 6 26 11 6 100 37 21

Friends -4 2 1 -20 -51 -19 11 9 8 19 50 10 14 -3 9 37'. 100 30

Self-Image -11 -1 -2 -13 -13 -51 4 0 2 9 17 48 14 1 4 100

The model in Figure 2 would suggest, 'for example that increases in
social skilld would-affect.compliance only to the extent that it -

reduced belligerence`. Furthermore, the' correlation between social
skills and non-compliance should approximately equal the product of the
correlations between social skills-and belligerence And between
belligerence and compliance.

4
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This prediction is the basis iv the first test of the model, shbwn in
Table 6 for the pre-test and Table 7 for the post-test. These tables
show the actual correlations between the clusters in the first matrix.
The-correntions between the clusters were then Predicted using the
model and entered into. the second matrix. For example, the entry for .

the predicted correlation between social skills and compliance wps
computed by-multiplying the intervening correlations in Figure 21(.57
and .70). The third matrix in these tables shows the deviation between
the predicted correlations and the actual correlations. None of these
deviations, for either the pre or the post-test, exceed the error
expected from sampling error. Thus, no model can be developed with
these clusters to further explain the correlations between the clusters.

Table 5. The error analysis of the static npth model for the pre-test
data using the model shown in Figure 2. (Correlations
corrected for attenuation, decimals omitted.)

Matrix 1. The pre-test correlations corrected for attenuation.

Social Stills
Low Belligerence
Compliance

Personability
Friends
High Self-Image

SS BEL COM PFR FPI 5I

100 57 43 47 23 13
100 "0 'r7 -" -C

110 C6 11 26

10r) 70 cu

100 79
100

metritx 2. The

2

14Produced correlations predicted by the model in
2.FigOre

SS BEL
7--

CO I ?FP FR? ST

Social Skills 100 5" 40 22 16 12

Low Belligerence 100 70 0 ?r1 27 27
Compliance 100: 56 ez9 27
Personability '100 70 55
Friends 100 79
High Self-Image

cr

100

13
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Matrix 3. Errors in fit (scutal minus reproduced correlations) .

SS RFL (OH PER FRI SI

Social Skills 0* 3 25 7 1

Low Belligerence --- 0" -2 -70 -27
Compliance 0* -21 -1

Personability n* -1
Friends . 0*
High Self-Image

'*These errors are 0 since these correlations were used to' predict
the other cells in the matrix.

Table 7. The error analysis of the static path model for the post-t.st
_idata using the model shown in figure 2. (Correla tions

cqrrected for attenuation, decimals omitted.)

Matrix 1. The post-test correlations corrected for attenuation.

SS BEL C04 PEP FRI ST

Social Skills 100 12 48 52 20
Low Belligerence ino 711 u7 -3 -9
Compliance 100 44 17 20
Personability 100 13 54
Friends 100 90
High Self-Image

trix 2. The reproduced correlations predicted by the Path model
in Figure lb.

- SS BEL COM PEP FRI St

Social Skills 100 92 51 27 2 10

Low Belligerence 100 74 1/. 7 22

Comoliance 100 44 _7 29
Personability 100 q7 66

Friends 100 10
High Self-Tmage 100

14



11a-trix 1. The errors (actual -Minus reproduced

REL C0'1' PER FPI

correlations)

-10

-?"

-9
14

0*

*SS

Social Skills
Low Belligerence
Compliance
Personability

Friends
High Self-Image

0* -13
n*

29

14

0*

-2

-10
-20
n*

*These errors are n since these correlations were use to predict
the other cells in the matrix.

The second test of this model evalUates the directionality of the
effects predicp4 by the model. This model predicts, for example, that
chafes in social skills' should affect belligerence, but that changes
in belligerence should not affect social skills. This suggests that.
the correlation betwaen_social skills on the pre-test and belligerence
on the post-test should be higher than the correlation between
lelligerenae on the pre-test and social skills on-the post-test.

Table 3 presents the cross lag correl ons between the pre-test.and
post-test clusters. Since the clusters have been arranged in the

hyothesized causal order, the correlations above the diagonal
represent the relationship between the. pre -test score of each cluster
and the post-test score of all olusters higher in the causal

hierarchy. The reverse is true for the correlations below the
diagonal. If the clusters have been cotrectly arranged, the
correlation above the diagonal for a pair of clusters Should be 1-Irger

than the corresponding Correlation below the diagonal. Tn 10 of the
15 comparisons, the predicted correlation was larger, in one comperison
the correlations were equal, and in the remaining, four comparisons the-

correlation below the diogonal was larger. The mean of the

correlations abOve the diagonal was .209 while the mean of the
correlations below the diagonal was .299. This difference was
significant at the .05 level using one tailed dependent t-test,
dep(14) = 2.06, p<.05.

Table R. Thie cross lag correlations between pre-test and post-test
measures (corrected for attenuation, decimals omitted, test
retest correlations underlined).

I

SS

POST-TEST

REL COM PER

ti

FoT ST

P Social Skills 74 54 33 21 )07 -7

R Lai Belligerence 45 92 63 40 '2 -7

E Compliance 32 51 72 44 :29 25

T Personability 15 26 44 79 49 15

E Friends ,3 -1 6 92 50 52

S High Self-Image 2 -9 15 17 51 17

T



Implications of the Causal Analysis

,

The oath diagram in Figure 2 has implications ror therapy in that it
predicts indirect effects. Fori, example, if the couNelor wants to
improve a child's self concept] then the path diagram suggests that one
strategy would be to help the child make friends. On the other hand,
if the counselor tries to help s child 1Parn social skills, then there
will be a considerable lag before such a change works its way down the
causal chain to self concept. Furthermore, there may be considerable
attenuation in the impact by the time it moves through so many
interhediate stages.

The path diagram also suggests that therapy may frequently prove
ineffective; especially if directed at the last steps in'the chain.
For example, suppose that s child has n low self concept becal)se he/she
is inconsiderate and hence unliked. If the counselor arranges for the
child to form several new friends, then the path diagram predicts that
there will be a concomitant improvement in self concept. Ho;aever, the
'path diagram Also predicts that where Willa continue to be changes after
the counselor has quit. The same causal/processes which caused the
child to be unliked 4111 continue-to operate after therapy and are
likely to result in a breech the child's relations with his 2ew
friends and a consequent return to his original low level of self
concept.

According to the path diagram, the place to elicit lasting change is to
improve the child's social skills ;. An increase in these skills will
lead to a decrease in belligerence which will lead to An increase in
compliance which will make the chijd more'lIkeable which will lead to
-more friends and finally a hPgher self concept. Of aOurse, the fact
that the model does not "pontain causal antecedents of those social
skills does'not.clean that there are none. It just means that they were
tot tapped by this questionnaire.

Evaluating the Impnct of Counseling Services

Each of the nine schools participating in this study received the.full
time services of an elementary school counselor. The counselors
maintained logs which listed the students who Were seen each week in
individual or small group sessions. These logs were used to determine
the amount of counseling service received by each of the students who
were pre and posttested with the Student SelfReport.

As described in the method-s section of this report, students were
tested stn one of-two ways. Classrooms were randomly selected in each
of the nine schools; students in these classrooms were pre end'post
tested. In addition, at the tine of the pretest counselors *:

identifiedtstudents whom they expected to see regularly. These
students were pre and posttested by the counselor if they had'not been
included in one of the randomly selected classrooms.

An examination of the amount of counseling services received by the

randomly selected students showed that three district kinds of service
patterns could be identiried. Cris ority of the students (70.'7°)

16



received no individual or small groilp services. A second group of
students, 1LI.31 6f the population, receivedthese services, but only
had one to five sessions. These, sessions tended to focus on acute
behavioral problems in the school, fighting, problems in the
lunchroom, a one tine problem,in the classroometc.

A

The eemnining srtudents had Tairly regul'armeetings with the counselor
over a period of two to nine months. While these students represent a
relatively small percentage of the school Oopulation,(19.4'), they
represent a major focus of the conselor's,program. '!e estimated from

cthe counselor logs that about 451.of the counselors time is spent with
these students (Young, 1900). This :Qs the reason we included the
counselor tested students in the ewaluation --weeneeded'a'substantial
sample of these "high priority" students who-receiyed regular
counselingsservices.

bF

Table 9 shows Pea?son Product= foment Correlation between the nUmber of
counseling sessions the students ren4ived-and average pretest, post
test and gain scoreslon the Student- SelfPe port end its subsnales.

Table 10 shOws the relationship between the number-of sessions and the
'fine grain7clusters in the instrutent. The norrelations in Tnble 10
were computed using a confirmatory factor analysis and have been
adjusted for attenuation due to error in the measures.

negative correlations were fourid between the number ornssions andf.
each of the three pretest subscales". These corre,lations WcrA highest"
for the clesseoom behivior and sKrconcept scale. The Sine grain }

clusters most highly correlatey with the amount of servicewere .

compliance, personability and friends. These data suggest that
students 3re most often referred for behavioral issues and negative
relatiOnships with .other children. These data are in agreement with
counselor log data which showed that the majority of the high priority
tayget students were referred for behavior problems.

Table 9 shows that the only significant positive correlation between
the amount of services'and change on the instrument was found for the
classroom behavior subscale. Table 1O shows that this service had .the
most impact in the fine grain clusters of comp nce.and Personability.

17
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TABLE 9

Pearson Producittoment Correlations
Between Number of Co'unseling Session's

and Pre-Test, Post-Test and Gain Score
for the Student Self-Report

Self-Concept

PRE-TEST POST-TFST GAPJ

-.20 -.0
p=.00 p=.00 P=.26

Getting Along
lath Others

-.08,

-p=.04
.11

pr..42

.

Classroom -.22 -.11 .09
Behavior p=.00. p=.01 -p:..0")

Total Scale .02
p=.00 p=.0n p=.30

TAP.LE .1n

Relationship between Number of Counseling Sessions
and Pre -Test, Post-Test and Gain Scores

for the Fine Grain Clusters
of the'Student Self-Report

(Correlations Corrected for Attenuation)

PRE-TEST POST-TEST GAM

Socitl Skills . .01 .03 .02 .;

Belligerence -.17 -.16 .00

,

Compliance -.N -.ri .19

Personability -.33 -.22 .23

Friends -.21 -.21! .01

Self-Image -.10 -.1R -.12

Table 11 compares pre-test, post- -test and gain scores for '111.Rn priority"

students, those Students who received at least five counseling sessions,
and comparison students, students who received no counseling service.
These rata show 'that Si-gnificant differences teem found between high
priority Pnd comparison students on all the of the pre --test measures;
that is, high priority student scores indicated higher affective needs.

18
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No significant differences were found, howfiver, between gain scores for
high priority and comparison students on any of the measure's. -

The data in Tables 9, 10 and 11 raise a concern about measuring nrogram
effects.. These data suggest thit the primary impact of counseling
service was in the area of `compliance and classroom behOior. '4orkwith
the pilot instrument, hdwever, had shown significantly larger gains in
self-concept for high priority target students. (Flood, Pet °rsen, Young,
107-9.) Since only half of the self-concept items were retained on the
StudentSelf-Report, it was possible that we had eliminated the items
which measured change on tha pilot instrument. However, we reanalyzed
the data for the 1079-70 program year using only the items r4.tained on
the' Student Self Report. This subset of items showed more powerful
`program effects than the original set;'the difference between maan gPin
scorers F(1,446).= 4,105, P<.(15.

TA,PLE

Pre-Test, Post-T t and Gain Scores
of High Priority - d Comparison Students

elf-Concept (11 Items)

Vol/AHigh Priority Comparison

Pre-Test 2.95 3.13 F(1,421) = 1235, p = ."
1

Post-Test 2.93 3.16 F(1,a21) 7 21.55 p = .00

Gain -.02 +.03 F(1,421) = 1.38, D =

11
99 3211

Getting Along 'lith others

High Priority Comparison PIOVA

Pre-Test 3.21 1.23 F(1,421) 7. 0.12, p = .91

Post-Test 3.12 3.17 F(1 ,.U21) = 1.29 p =

Gain -.09 -.o6 F(1,421) 7. 0,40, n 7. .11

N 101 322

19
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Classroom Behavior

High Priority Comparison AnOvA

Pre-Test., 3.29 3.45

Post-Test ,3.11 3.29

-.09

/1,
(101 121'

Total Test

High Priority Comparison

,Pre-Test 3.15 3.27

Post -Test 3.05 3.20

Gain -.10

97 127

F(1. ,.422) = 12.90,.o =

^(1,42/i = -R.2.11-, 0 = .00

F(1,422) 0.03, o = .17

AnnVA

F(1,416) = 10.49, p = 0,(1

F(1,41A) = 14,49, p = .0n

F(1;415) = 0.04, p = .11,

These data suggest that the Student Self-Report shares a problem with
other instruments we have used to measure affective chang4; it is
somewhat insensitive to program effects.,We "Are forced to conclude from
the failure to replicate the findings of Flood, Petersen and Young (1079)
that the improvement in self-concept measured,in the first study was a
data artifact rather than "real" progrAl change. Given that other
measures, i.e., teacher completed checklists, reflected consistent
improvement for the high priority students, (Flood, Petersen, Young,'
1979; Young,, 1980) we feel that the failure to find chAnge with this
instrument is a problem with the instrument and not with the counseling

.:, program.

Summary And Conclusions'

This paper has summarized data on the Student Self-Report. The report

addresses the reliability of the instrument end itssubscales. Content
and factor 'analysis data have been provided supporting the content
validity of the instrument.- A causal hierarchy was developed for the

.instrument's content clusters. Finally,, the instrument WAS used to

. measure program change.

The reliability data showed acceptably high internal consistency
estimates of reliability for the total scale and two of the subscales;
self-concept and classroom behavior. Test-refeSt reliability was

somewhat lower, but was sufficiently high.for use in evaluating program
effects. On exploratory factor analysis of the instrument suggested that
the self-concept and classroom behavior items defined tiro scales which-
could provide more specific affective information.
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Confirmatory fa'tor analysis procedures wore used to examine the content
analysis of the instrument. reasonably ',pod-match was obtained between
the content analysis and the fine grained clusters identified in the

' instrument. TEight'problematic items were identified which did not fit in
any of the content clusters.

The correlations between the fine grain clusters in the instrument were
fit intb a matrix in which the highest correlations were between adjacent
:clusters and correlations decreased with increased distance between
clusters in the matrix. A hierarchical causal model for the development
of. self-concept was'suggested by these data. Tests of thid-Aeffe.4.717ere
run. Thdse tests agreed with the predictions of the model, withiehe
measurement limits of the instrdments.-

Finally, the instrument was used to measure change produced by counseling
intervention. These data showed that'the instrument measured the kind of
Problems for whiCh students are referred. However, only snail program
effects were identified. Since these effects were not consistent with
the effects measured'In the program the previous year, we csncluded that
the instrument shares one of the problems we have had with aher
affective evaluation instruments; it is not particularly sensitive to
the, impact of the program.
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STUDENT SELF-REPORT

Prepared 8y:
.Patricia Flood
Pat Petersen

Robert Yoyng

PRACTICE

1. Think about the color red. Row often do you like to weaf. red clothes?

A. Isalmost always like to wear red clothes._
B. I usually like to-wear red clothes.
C. 4usally don't Me to *ear red clothes.
0. I almost never-like to,wear red clothes.

2., Imagine that ydu didn't have to go to school if ydu didn't want to.
Do you think that you-would.go to school even if you didn't have to?

A. Yes
8. Probably 2

C. Probably not
D. Not no way
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Name

School

:_____TAE_EIRST -GROUP 11F-QUESTIONS---4-S ABOUT YOU. R',31:MBER , OONJT C

ANSWERS UNTIL I HAVE REAO THEM ALL TO YOU

1. Are you easy or hard to* get- along with?

A. I'm almost alwaiS easy to get along with.
B. I'm usually easy to get along with.
C. I'm usually hard to get along with.
O. I'm almost always hard to get along with.

2. Sometimes we like ourselves a lot and sometimes we don't like
ourselves very much at all. How do you feel about yourself most
of _the_ time

A. I almost always like myself
B. Most of the time I like myself.
C. Most of the time' I don't like myself.
0. I almost never like myself.

3. When people tell you that they like you,. do you usually believe
them or do you think they are just- saying that?

A. I almost .always believe them.
B. I usually believe them.
C. I usually think they are just saying that.
O. -I almost always think they are just saying that.

.4. Think about all the things that you do in school (school work,
playing games sports ) How many things can you do well?

A. I can do a lot of things well.
8. I can do quite a few things well.
C. I can't'do very many things well.
O. - can't do anything well.

5. Ho'i good-looking do you think you are?

A. I think I'm very good-looking.
B. I think I'm pretty good - looking.
C. I don't think I'm very good-looking,
O. I don't think I'm good-looking at.a11.

6. How good - looking do you think other kids think you are?

*40, A. Most of them think I'm very good-looking.
8. Most of *Cern think I'm pretty good-looking.
C. Most of them think L'm not'very godd-looking.
O. Most of the thilk. I'm not good-looking at all.

Navember I979
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7. How often dopeoptebl-ameyou-for things that really aren't your
fault?- r

A. People almost always blame me for things that aren't my
fault.

8. People usually blame me for things that aren't my fault.
C.' People usually don't blam6%me for things'that aren't my

fault.
0. People almost never blame me, for things that aren't my

fault.

8. Think about the times when something ;ad happens or whin things go
wrong in school. How often Is it yobr fault when thinTs go wrong?

A. It's almost always my fault when things go wrong.
8. It's usually my fault when things go wrong.
C. Sometimes it's my fa* when things go wrong.
0. It's almost never my fault when things go wrong.

9. Think about the students you know in your school. How many of the
students that you know like you?

A. Almost all of the students that I know like me.
B. Most of the students that I kpow like me.
C. Most of the students I know don't like me.
0.. Almost all of the students I know don't like ma.

10. How many .friends do you have in school?

A. I have a lot of friends in school.'
I have quite a few friends in school.

'C. I don't have very many friends in school.
0. I don't have any friends in school.

II. Think about the times when you want to' do things with other kids.
How easy is it for you to find kids to do things with?

A. It's almost always easy for me to:find kids to do things with.
8. Most of the time it's easy for me to find kids to do things with.
C. Most of the time it's hard for me to find kids to do things with.
0.- It's almost always hard for me to find kids to do things with.

/ember 1979
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k
--IRENEXT FEW QUESTIONS ARE GOING TO ASK YOU ABOUT PEOPLE YOU KMOW IN

SCHOOL. REMEMBER., YOUR TEACHERS ANO FRIENDS WIU. NEVER SEE YOUR ANSWERS,

SO PLEASE BE AS HONEST AS YOU CAN. PLEASE WAIT TO CIRCLE YOUR ANSWER

UNTIL I'VE READ 'THEM ALL TO YOU.

12. -Think about the times in school when you haven't done your work as
well as you could have and your teacher points out your mistakes.
How often does it make you mad when your teacher.tells you that you

. have made a mistake?

A. It almost always makes me mad.
8. It usually makes me mad.
C. Sometimes it makes me mad.
O. It almost never makes me mad.-

13. Think about the students you know in this school. How many of them
do you like?.

A. I like almost.irl of the students I know in this school.
8. I like many of-the students I know in this school.
C. I don't like very many of the students I know in this school.
0. I don't like any of.the students I know in this school.

14. When other students get on your nerves, how often do you hit or shove
then?

A. I almost always htt or shove them.
8. Most of the time I. hit or shove them.
C. Most of the time I doh't hit or shove them.
0. I almost never hit or shove them.

15. Pretend there is a bunch of kids in the playground you don't know very
well - playing something that you really like to play (like jacks,
basketball', tag, anything you really tiKe ). Would you ask to' play
with them?

A. Yes, for sure
8. Yes, probably
C. No, probably not.
O. No, no way.

s

16. How well do you get along with the other students in this class?

A. I get along very well witkthe other students in this class.
8. I get along pretty well with the ocher students in this class.
C. I don't get along very well with the other students in this

class. a.

O. I don't get along with the other students. in this class

27
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17. Now many of the students in this class are nice people?

A. Almost all of them are nice.
8. Many of them are nice.
C. Not very many of them are nice.
O. None of them are nice.

18. 00 you have a good friend in this class?

A. Yes, I have a really good friend in this class.
8. Yes, I have a kind of good friend in this class.
C. No, I don't really have a good friend in this class.
O. I have no good friend in this class at all.

19. When your best friend does something that makes you mad, how often
do you talk it over with him or her to work it out?

A. ,4-41most always talk it over.
8. I usually talk it over.
C. I usually don't talk it over.
O. I never talk it over.

20. Is it ever O.K. to wreck other people's stuff?

A. Yes, it really doesn't matter.
a,. Yes, if they deserve it.
.C. Maybe, if they really deserve it.
0. No, it's never O.K. -to wreck other peoples stuff.

''`
21. Pretend you have a special treat in your lunch. Now often would you

there it with one or two other students?

A. I would always share it.
8. I would usually share it.
C. I usually wouldn't share it.
O. I almost never would share it.

22. If you were on the playground at recess and you saw that one of the
kids from your class was crying about something, how often would you
tease or make fun of them?

A. I would almbst always tease them.
8. I would usually tease them.
C. I would not 'usually tease them.
0.. I would almostnever tease them.
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23- If your teacher assigns you a- projett-and, says yoq-can-wcrrk cn it
alone or in"'a group, how often would you decide to work in a group?

A. I would almost always decide to work in a group.
8. I would usually detide to workjn a group.
C. I would usually decide not to work in a group.
0. I would almost never decide to work in a grOup.

24. What if you were on the playground at recess and you saw that one of
the kids from,your class was. crying or really upset, would you ask
them what's wrong?

A. I would almost always ask them what's wrong.
8. I would usually ask them what's wrong.
C. I wouldn't usually ask them what's wrong.
0. I would almost never ask them what's wrong.

'25. What if there were a new student in your class whom nobody liked
very much and that student wanted to play with you and your friends
at recess. Would it be okay?

A. Yes, for sure.
8. Yes, probably.
C. No, probably not.
O. No, no way.

THr4EXT FEW OUESTIONS ARE GOING TO ASK YOU ABOUT THINGS YOU 00 IN YOUR

CLASSROOM. REMEM8ER, YOUR TEACHERS WILL NEVER SEE YOUR ANSWERS, SO PLEASE

SE AS HONEST AS YOU CAN BE.

26. How often do you do what your teacher tells you to do?

A. I almost always do what my teacher tells me to do.
8. I usually do what my teacher tells me to do.
C. I usually don't do what my teacher tells me to do.
O. I almost never do what my teacher tells me to do..

27. Think about the times when your teacher has to be out of the classroom
for awhile. How do you act when your teacher is out of the room?

A. I almost alwayg-w do what I'm supposed to do when my teacher
is out of the room.

8. I usually do what I'm supposed to do when my teacher is out
of the room.

C. I usually donli.do what I'm supposed to do when my teacher
is out of the room.

0.71 almost never do what I'm supposed to do when my teacher is
II out of the room.
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2S. How tftem ere yotr out oryour seat when yo-u're not supposed to be?

A. I am almost always out of my seat when I'm not supposed to be.
8. I am often out of my seat when I'm not supposed to be.
C. Sometimes I am Out of my seat when I'm not supposed to be.
0. I am almost never out of my seat when I'm not supposed to be.

29. How do you treat yourtschoolboOks and other materials you use in the
classroom?

A. I almost alWays take good care of them.
8. I usually take good care of tftem.
C. I usually don't take good care of them.
0. I almost never take good care of them.

30. Wherry)ur teacher gives you school work to do, how often do you complete
it?

/.

A. I almost always finish my school work.
8. I usually finish my school work.
C. I usually don't finish my school work.
0. I almost never finish my school work.

1'

31. Think about how you act th the classroom. How often do you bother other
students when they are trying to work?

A. I almost always bother other students when they are trying to work.
8. I usually bother other students when they are trying to work.
C. I usually don't bother other students when they are trying to work.
0. 1 almost never bother other students when they are trying to work.

32. How often do you talk fn class when you are not supposed to?

A. I almost always talk in class when I'm not supposed to.
8. I usualJy talk in class when I'm not supposed to.
C.c I usually don't talk in class when I'm not supposed)to.
0. I almost never talk in class when I'm not supposed tp.

33. Do-you ever refuse to talk to your teacher?

A. Yes, a lot of the time I refuse to talk to my teacher.
8. Yes, pretty often I refuse to talk to my teacher.
C. Yes, sometimes I refuse to talk to my teacher.
0. No, I never refuse to talk to my teacher.

N. How difficult or easy is it for you to pay attention in class?
A. It's alm6st always easy for me to pay attention in class.
8. It's usually easy for me to pay attention in class.
C. tt's usually hard for me to pay attention in class.
D. It's almost always*hard for me to pay attention in class.,

1479 ,
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35. Think about those times when the teacher gives you work to .do by your-
.self. How often do you do the work-even if the teacher isn't watching
you?

A. I almost always do my work even if the teacher isn't watching me.
B. I usually do my work even if the teacher isn't watching me.
C. I usually don't do my work unless the teacher is watching me.
0. I almost never do my work unless the teacher is watching me.

&eater 1979
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PREFACE

This is Part 2 of the final report of the MIE funded project, Research

into the Development of Affective Instruments in the Lansing School
District. This project, funded from February 15, 1990 - February 14,
1991, provided monies to investigate the development of two affective
measures. The instrument described in this report was designed to
measure the effects of counseling services on students in grades 3-6
and is described in part 1 of this, report.

z

This project was managed by Robert Young, Office of Evaluation
Services, Lansing School District. The administr*or ultimately .

responsible for the project was Dr. Grace Iverson,, of the
Office of,Evaluation Services. Ms. Ronda Hunter and Dr. John Hunter
of Michigan State University were responsible for much of the research

described in this report, however, the office of Evaluation Services is
ultimately responsible for its contents.

.

Persons wishing' more information should contact the Office of
Evaluation Services at (517) 374-4347.
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ABSTRACT

The primary l'evel,Student Seltf-Report is a 2$3 item affective: multiple'
choide questionnaire designed for iJse10,th first and second grade
students. The instrument was developed to measure the 'Kinds Of
behavioral and attitudinal changes counselors mosey)ften attempt to
produce when they orovicte services.

,

The instrument was administered.to 409 first and second grnde students
in stx elementary schools. We found the instrument somewhat difficult
for these studerits, and only 225 students completed all twenty eight
items. For these 225 students, the instrument' had a reliability of
.70; estimated by Cronbach's Alpha.

A content analysis of the instrument identified eight content clusters:
Social.Skiljs, Belligerence, COmpliance, Friends, Self-Concept, Looks;
Smart and Mood_ A confirmatory factor nnalysis.stirowed that six of
thebe clusters were generally internally and externally consistent;

however, two at the clusters, Cooks and Smart, were eliminated -and put
into4a residual cluster

- The cluster analysis was consistent with the
clusters found in the instrument for upper elementary students.

The analysis also showed a disturbing pattern of response. The
responses of at least ten percentof the 405, students -were primarily
determined by response bias (responding."always" or "never") rather
than by item content. This pattern skewed the correlations between '

clusters of items so that positively scored items were more highly
co a lated than negatively scored items.

mere, the results suggested that the primary level instrument
measures the same attitudes and behaviors .measuredby the uppe
instrument, However, the instrument is rather difficult for stud nts
in the first and second grade, and invalid results are produce. for,a
sulaairfttial numli)er of 'these students.

O
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t
TPF DEVELOPUE"+ OF per TNSTTWIT TO "EASORE 192.E EFFECT'', OF'

COUNSELING SEPVICES ON ELE'IENTARY SCIPOL CHILDRE!!
IN GRADES ONE AND TWO

The research described in this report neflects efforts ,by the Lansing
Scool District, Office of Evaluation Services, to develop affective
'instruments suitable for measuring the effects of elementary counselina
services oh students in grades one end two. These research activities
were begun because of difficulties we hamO encountered in measuring
affective change. Prior to the development of the measure described in
this paper, the Office Evaluation Services had worked with several
"counseling type" projects for which the objective data showed no
change, while the staff directly involVed with the project
counselors, teachers, parents and building administrators argued that
the program had produced major changes in students that the instruments
failed to measure.

. in the winter of 1977, the .Lansing School District received a special
allocation offunds from the 'lichigan Legislature for providing
counseling services to students in elementary school buildings. This
grant included an evaluation cbmponent which required the
identification or development of affective measures for evaluating the 4
program. A reviewiof available instruments, however, revealed no
instruments which trere bot:h.technically sound, and also measured the
types of changes counselors expected to produce. For example, the

Test Evaluation (1970) published by the Center for
the Study f Evaluation, rates tests,on the basis of measurement
validity, examinee appropriateness, administrative usability And normed
technical exeiience. One hundred and ten affective instruments are
listed for the first, third and fifth grade. All but four of these
tests were rated "poor" in the area of normed technical, excellence, and
all but thirteen were rated "poor" in the area of measurement validity.

Although several technically sound scales are available, i.e.,
Coopersiith's (1976) SelfEsteem Inventory and the Pifrs Tiarris ,

Children's S41frConcept Scale, these scales tend to measureflAal,
stable personality traits. Counselors, on the other hand, provide

),relatively short, term intervention we have found it to consist of
five,to-twent Y individual or small group sessions and focus on rnther
specific prchiems which are dnterfering with the students'' Performance
in school. 'le found that most of the counselors' time is spent in
responding to classroom problemA, i.e., fighting, noncompliance, and
"attitude problems". Counselors also stressed that they work on self..
concept and on helping students build relationships with their peers.

We were not convinced that the type of intervention provided by
counselors is appropriately measured by general personality snples.
NeverthelesE, interviews with counselors suggested that ob.m.arvable, and
therefore measurable, changes were reliably produced as a result of the
counselors' activities. Therefore, a pilot student selfreport
instrument was develOped to evaluate the project. Reliability°5ind
factor analysis data collected on this instrument showed the instrument

1



to be a stable and valid measure.

Since primary level children represent a major focus <If the counselors'
activities, we have attempted to delfelop a-parallel instrument which

could measume similar affective content for these children. Thi's paper

presents the reliability and validity datn collected in developing a
pilot version of this instrument.

METHODS

Subjects

The subjects for this study were 405*first and second grade students in
six elementary schools in the Lansing School District.

Testing was done in, the classroom. The classroom te hers were given a
copy of the test for review, and then asked if they would permit us to

test their students: Testing was done in-every classrOoM in which we -

received the teacher's permisSion to test.

Instrument

The instrument for this study was the Primary level Student Self
,

Report. The instrument was developed in the Lansing School District to
parallel an affective questionnaire devern:Ted for 81der students. This
questionnaire had been designed to measure specif ehaviors and
,attitudes addressed by counseling services. :Mr nstrument is a 29
question, multiple choice questionnaire. An exam le'of question from .

the instrument is shown in Figure 1 below. The entire instrument is
included in Appendix A. Each item had Wee possible choices. The
instrument was scored as a Likert Scale with the most positive response
worth three points and the least positive response worth one Paine.

How many of the kids in this class lid a you? Circle the A box if
all of them like you, the S triangle if some of them like you,'end

the N circle if none of them like you.

I

Figure 1. An example of an item from the Student Self Report.

t

Counselors were also interviewet-to determine whether there were any
additional affectiVe issues whie the instrument should measure. As a

result, items measuring emotional state were added to the instrument.
After a draft Of the instrument w4a.developed, all elementary
counselors in the district were given....Q copy of the instrum,,nt to -

review. Suggestions resulting from this revily were incorporlfel into
the instrument.

2
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Testing Procedures

Testing was done in the classroom by staff trained by the Office of
evaluation Services. The classroom teacher, however, remained in the
room while the testing was conducted. The items were read to thf'

students, and students responded on the form shown in Appendix A.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

RaSic Item Statistics

Table 1 shows basic item statistics for the twentyeight items of the
-Student SelfReport. These data include item means and standard
deviations, the number of students who answered the question, and the
correlations between the item scores andtthe total test score. The
items were all scored so that a 1 represented the most negative
response and a 3 represented the most Positive response:

The data in Table 1 show a substantial amount' of missing -]eta,
especially for the items at the beginning of the questionnaire. lost
often, this occurred when students narked more than one response,
suggesting that five or six practice questions should be de eloped for
the questionnaire.

The average item score on the questionnaire was 2.2' with an average
standard deviation of .72. The average, correlation between the item
scores and the total score was Several of.the items, however,
notably items sight and twentythree had substantially lower
correlations. :Cronbach's Alphaiwas computed as a measure ofAnternal
consistency for the 225 complete tests, alpha *sled .70.

3



TABLE 1

Basic Item Statistics

for the Pririary Level Student Self-Report

ITE11 , MEAN

(N = 405)

S.D. P1

339.
350

370

CORRELATIONS

,

3

2.156
2.370
2.'32

.561

.696

1.674

.316

.252

.154
4 2.245 .539 180 3121,
5 2.777 .666 374 .311--

6 2.289 - .58q 370_ .375

7 2.070 .679 .250
8 1.9/5 .560 372 .0511

9 2.453 .696 364 .303
10 2.109 .611 384 .410

11 2.059 .800 *5 q .217

12 2.032 .017 3744 .350

13 2.337 .752 186 .270
14 2,551 .580 181 .361

15 2.563 .573 389 .423

16 2.497 ,670 2___ .32c
17 2.736 .560 rfr .340
18 2.326 .816 336 .218

19 2.049 .A10 364 .346

20 .1.959 .811 385 .152
21 2.600 .632 390 .352
22 2.474 .615 3P9 .440

23 1.917 .733 396 .114
24 2.490 .724 39A .414

25 2.134 .740 109 .192
26 2.4011 .622 395 .492

27 ' ,2.291 .732 305 .453
2? 2.108 .728 328 .375

Content Analysis

The 21 items which,make up the present questidonnaire are composed of
two subsets: 22 items constructed from the previous questionnaire
developed for older children and 6 mood items to assess anxiety or
depression. The content analysis of the items show A clusters or
subscales. The following clusters were defined.

.Social Skills: Ttems 19, 20, 21 and 22
These items define positive social behavior - sharing, playing
with a child your friends don"t like: cheerinA bp your friends,
doing something special for your friends.

-Belligerence: Items 13 and 14

These: items define anti-social behavior - hitting others, teasing
others.

4
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Compliance: Items 15, 16, 17 and 1A

These items defined acceptable classroom behavior - paying
attention, not acting up, trying hard, behaving when the
teacher leaves the room.

Friends: Items Li, 3 and 10

These items measure whether the student feel that others like him
or her - do others like you, do others dislike you, would others
want to sit next to you.

I

Self-Concept: Items 1 and 11
These items measure whether the student likes him or herself -
how often do they feel they can do everything well, do they like
themselves.

LookS: Items I and 9

These items ware in the self-image cluster of the previous
instrument and measure whether the child feels that hP or she is
attractive.

Smart: Items 2A 5, 6, 7 and 12
These items were primarily new, but were intended as part of the
self-image cluster. They measure whether the child feels good
about his ideas and ability to do-good work in class - how often
does the student feel dumb, proud of his or her work, do good
work in class, feel like an important person in class, and fee)
that his Or her ide4p-are liked by others.

Hood: Items 23, 24, 25, 26, 27 and 23
These items measure the emotional state,ofthe child - how often
the child feels frightened, lonely, scared, happy, excited,
interested and that he or she is having fun.

Ten of the items were negatively worded; that is a response of "always"
indicated a lqgative mood, attitude self-concept, etc. The remaining
18 items were positively worddd. The negatively worded items were
items 2, 3, 9, 11, 13, 14. 16, 1R, 23 end 25.

Upon re-examination, several of the items also seemed to have ambiguous
content. Item 20 asked the student whether fie or she would play with a
student his or her friends didn't like. We assumed that a positive
response would indicate positive social behaviors and'correlate with
the social sfcills cluster. For students of this age, however, loyalty
to ones friends may be more important. Item 23 asked the student if he
or she is often lonely. We were unsure whether this would he a mood
item or a friends item.

Exploratory factor analysis for the full sample

The exploratory factor analysis procedure used in this study was (1)
Prihcipal axis factor analysis saving factors with An eigenvalue
vestal: than 1, (2) Varimax rotation, and (3) oblique multiple groups
factor analysis using clusters defined by Wrigley's criterion (i.e.,

5



placing each item inthe group corresponding to its highest factor
loading),

Table 2: Exploratory factor analysis and item direction artifacts.

Table 23. Factor loadings and item directiOn for the full set of
405 children using pair wide deletion of missing data.
Contingency table relating item direction to the high factor
loading.

Item

Direction

High

Factor I 17 0

Loading II 1 10

Table 2b. Factor loadings and item direction rot. the 225
children who answered all questions. Contingency table i-arating
the item direction to thlhigh factor loading for the item.

Item

Direction

High +

Factor I 16 0

Loading IT 2 10

.The'first correlation matrix analyzed was for the entire set of
405 children (with pair wide deletion of missing data). Two factors
had eigenvalues greater than 1. The pattern of loadings bras quite
striking and quite disturbing. The negatively worded items all had
their highest loading on Factor II, while with one exception the
positively worded.items all had their highest loading on Factor I.
Moreover, the exceptional item was item 2' which was believed to be
ambiguous on content grounds. The contingency table relating item
direction to factor loading is shown in Table 2a.

As described earlier in this paper, there wereihany missing responses
.(66 missing out of 405 on item 1 for instance). Thus it was possible
that the artifact of item.direction night have arisen from some.
systematic pattern in leaving responses out. To check this, we.
computed the correlation matrix for those 225 children who answerg.1
every item. The results differed only slightly from those for the full
set of 405 children. The contingency table showing the relation
between item direction and factor loading is shown in Table 2b. Table
2b shows that all 10 negative Items had their highest loading on Factor
II, while 16 of 18 positive items had their highest loading on Factor
I. Again, 2ne of the exceptional items was the ambiguous item 2n; the
other was ifeni: 1. We concluded that the. item direction artifeet was

6
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not due to patterning in the missing data. Indeed, inspection of the
correlation matrix as a whole revealed only minor differences from that
for the whole sample. Thus there were no systematic differences
between children who completed all items and children who omitted some
items.

Confirmatory factor analysis for the full sample-
.

IrThe correlation matrix for the full sample was reordered to group the
items into the clusters generated by the content analysis. The
correlation matrix is presented in Appendix B.

Six of the content Clusters, social skills, belligerence, compliance,
friends, self concept and mooda.showed the expected strong cluster
structure. Four bad items were identified: The ambiguous item 20
failed 'to correlate with anythift aside from sampling error. ,4 The sane

was true for the ambiguous item 23 although it is not clear why it did
not correlate with either of the possible clusters to which its content
was related. Item A correlated negatively with the other friends.

This may represent the item direction artifact in the data since item
was negatively worded and items 4 and 10 were positively worded. Ttem
25 correl ad with no other item beyond sampling error. Again this may
represent the item direction artifact since item 25 was the only
negatively worded mood item (other than ambiguous item 23).

Two clusters, looks and smart showed very low internal correlations.
The two looks items were correlated .01 with each °Ai. This may
have beeq partially due to the item direction artifact; item 3 is "good
looking" while item 9 is "ugly". The items from the smnrt cluster were
only slightly correlated with each other and were uncorrelated with any ,

of the other clusters. There was no item direction artifact operating
in this Cluster, all the items from the smart cluster were positively
worded.

The correlation matrix for the whole sample subjected 'o confirmatory
factor analysis, i.e., oblique multiple groups factor analysis with
communalities. The bad items 2A, 8, 23 and 25 were dropped from their
respective clusters and were added to a:residual cluster along with the
itemsfrom the looks and smart clusters. This confirmatory factor
analysis is located in Appendix C. The confirmatory factor analysis
shbwed that the six main clusters satisfied the confirmatory factor
model to a considerable extent; the correlations were consistent within
clusters and the items in each cluster tended to be parallel to each
other. The primary deviations occurred within the compliance cluster
where the positively and negatively zWorded items were not parallel.

Table 3 shows the correlations between factors from the confirmatory
. factor analysis. These correlations were positive, but substantially

less, than 1.00. Thus the'olUsters.are clearly statistically

distinguishable from one another. On the other hand, the effects of
the item direction artifact are clearly visible in the table. Social

7
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Table 3:- The factor correlations

entire sample (decimals

SS

between the main six
omitted, U ..-.: 405).

AEL COM FRI

nlusters

sC

for the,

"000
Social Skills 100 37 38 67 21 61
Belligerence 37 1(10 60 6 20 21
Compliance '1 60 100 25 47 25
Friends 67 . 25 100 21 64
SelfConcept 21 29 47 2/ 100 19
Mood 61 21 25 6/1 19 = 100

skills, friends and mood are composed solely of positively worded
items. These.three factors have the three highestceorreletions between
them. Belligerence is composed solely of negative. items andtits three
correlations with s2ciel skills, friends nnd mood are much reduced from
where they should i6e (by comparison with the correlations for older
children found in our earlier research). Compliance and selfconcept
are each half positive end half negative in content.

Thus th; correlations in the whole sample have a structure which is the
composite of two structures superimposed on one another. One
underlying pattern is the correlations between clusters as determined
by item content. The other pattern is the item direction artifact:
positive correlations between items in the sere direction and negative
correlations between items inopposite directions. One explhnation for
a composite structure is to assume that there Are two kindskof
children: those who understand the instructions and respond to the
items, and those who misunderstand the instructions and respond to All
items alike. If some of the children who misunderstand the
instructions tend to always say "always" while some of them :always say
"never", then among. the children who misunderstand there would be a
tendency for all items to be perfectly correlated in their original
form. However, after the negative items are reverse scored, the all
pbsitive correlations matrix would turn into one with the item
direction artifact. Pooling the data across the two types of children
produces a correlation matrix for the whole sample that is 1-composite
of the correlation matrices for the two groups. This was our ,

hypothesisito explain the results found inthe exploratory and
confirmatory factor analyses.

Identifying Response Biases

If all the children who misunderstood the instructions either answered
all the items " always" or 61ways answered "never", then the bad data
would be easy to detect. However, it was likely that these Children
wmild not follow any pattern perfectly. Therefore, the following
deOision rule was developed.

we first listed the children who bad Ienswered over half of all items
"always" or had answered over half of all items "never". This producd
a list of 21 children. One child heel answered eveqoAtem "always" mid
another child had answered all but one item "neveraf. All other cases
were imperfect.= Fowever, in all oases, the children had either said

8



"always" to more than half of both the Positive and to the negative
items. Thus we fel; no qualms about.discarding these cases as bad dat.

'Fe then computed a new correlations matrix and carried out ell analyses
on it. The results were as we had predicted: the item direction
artifact was-reduced and the data look'd much more like the data for
the older children; however, a strong item direction artifact
remained. The final decision rule is shown in figure-7..

Our specific criteria were: (1) The average score of both positive and
negative items both were requireqtto'be greater than 2 when the total
test averige score was greater 1 2.3, or (both averages were
required to be less than 2 wherrthe overall average was less than 1.7.

AVERAGE ON
NEGATIVE ITEMS

A

ALWAYS I.

SOMETIMES

NEVER

NEVER SOMETIMES ALWAYS AVERAGE ON
POSITIVE ITEMS

Figure 1. Graphic dislay of decision rule for bad data, 'shading
indicates the region of probable bad data.

The central box in FigurP 1 represents the set of p41 possible pairs of
average responses across positively and negatively worded items. That

9
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is, since items are scored 1, 2, or 3; the average must be between 1
and 3 for each set of items. The top right corner represents the
perfect all "always" response set. The bottom left corner represents .

the perfect all "never" response set. The shaded areas represent the
cases near these corners that were rejected by our decision rule.

By using this decisio , we discarded 45 cases out of 405, yielding
a discard rate of about 10 percent.

Exploratory Factor Analysis - Reduced Sample

In order to test the hypothesis. that the factor structure shown in
Table 2 was due to response bias rather than item content, we r4r;2n
the analysis for the students selected by the decision rule described
above. The pattern, shown in Table 4 is strikingly different: 3'out
of 10 of thenegative items loaded on Factor 1, while 7 of 13 of the
positive items loaded on Fa(ator II. There was still some correlation
between item direction and factor loading, but then there is also a

certain amount of correlation built into the content structure as
well. We take the results in Table 4 to be a confirmation of our
hypothesis that the item direction artifact in this data is due to a
response bias for a portion of the younger children. This again
suggests the need for a better instructional procedure prior to testing.

Table 4".' FA-tor loadings and item direction for the ',AO children left
after 45 cases we dropped because they showed evidence of
failure to understand the instructions. Contingency table
relating the item direction to the high factor loading for
that factor.

Item

Direction

High +

Factor T 11 3

Loading II . 7 7

Confirmatory factor analysis- of the reduced sample

. After the 45 cases with suspect data were discarded we computed a new
correlation matrix. The factor analytic results have been partially
reported in Table 4; these data showed a drastic reduction in-the item
direction artifact. This section reports the results relevant to the
confirmatory factor analysis.

'A correlation matrix for the reduced sample was developed with the
items grouped according to the 8 clusters of the content analysis.
This matrix is included in Appendix D. This arrangement showed that
the bad items of the whole sample are still bad items. Thus item an
did not-eorrelate with the other social skill items, end items 21 and
'25 &id not correlate with the other mood items. The correlation
between looks items increased, but only to MA, and the correlations

10



between the "smart" items remained low as well, ranging from -.01 to
.20. Therefore, t e final recommendation for the cluster structure
remained the sa- and a residval cluster was formed with the items from
the smart and ooks clusters and items 20, 1, 23, 25.

Table 5 shown an exploratory factor analysis of the reduced sample.
Four pringpal components were defined without communalities., The
table ig.arranged with the refined clusters grouped together down the
side deally, each item within a given cluster would have exactly the
same pattern of factor loadings as each other item in that cluster.
This was approximately true for the six main clusters with the bad
items eliminated.

Table 5. Eiploratory factor analysis of the reduced sample done 9ith
communalities (decimals omitted, II = 360, highest loading
marked with an asterisk, items grouped by refined clusters).

VARIMAX FACTORS

19 43* -15 15 -15_
Social Skills _ 21_ _ 29 --15 36*- 18

22 54* -6 21 10

Belligerence 13 19 -13 50*,. -42
14 30 -12 49* -15
15 7 -66 2* 23

Coq24a4e 17 21 45 1* -3
16

18
-81 66

it 1

2*
19*

17.
6

ffla.

Friends v.'4 44* -6 .6 2
10- 45* 33 -3 5

Self-Concept , 1 14 22_ 27 Lin*

11 17 -2 11 ,46*
24 37 41* 5 -29

Mood . 26 51* 12 14 -11

27 49* , 22 1 -4,
28 wl% 12 -7 . '17

3 14 43* _12 3

9 16 424 ,-4 2P

Lq..

2

5

3 48*

2 . 30

5

14 ._

14

10

6 15 .30 35* -5
Residual 7 32* -2 -15 20

12 ' 31* 15. 5' 21

20 4 3 --) _57*

25 9 21* 0 -6
,u .

R -14 Hi* -9 -22
"23 -33* 32 26 5

"A confirmatory factor analysis was eompleted,on the refined clusters
for the reduced sample. This analysis .showed a good-fit to the
confirmatory model for all six of the main clusters. The matrix from
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this analysis is incl,gded in Appendix E.'

At
Table, 6-shows_lhe correlation between factors in the confirmatory
-4factor analysis., The correlations were all substantially less than
1.00, showing that the factors Were all well separated statistically.
The distorting, effects of item direction were reduced but still
present; as il,especially seen in the high correlations between social .

friend's and mood.

The analysis of the reduced sample tends to confirm the hypothesis that
there was e substantial amoupt of bad data dUe to student
misunderstanding of the instructions. However, it is also obvious that
not all the bad data were found. Thuz it hard to know what credence
can be given to the present fihdings in-regard to the correlationg
between' factors. i .

Table 6. The factor correlations for the refined clusters on the
N = 350).reduced sample (decimals

SS

omitted,

BEL COM.
Social Skills 100 64 45
Belligerence 64 100- 59
Compliance 45 59 100
Friends 61 25 30
Self.;Concept 46 20 45
Mood 58 45 35

Recommendations nstru. t Improvement

FRI SC 100D
TT 46 '58

25 20 '45

30 , 45' 35
100 '* 38, 62

38 100 37
152 37 100

The administration of the que tionnaire requires more of an emphasl.s on
teaching children how to take the test. First pf all, there should be
a pre-test using items intended to be "wasted". Ideally there would be
a set of items with correct answers that could be checked to see if the
child understands the instructions. Thoe children who do not could'be
individually tutored.

The items from the looks and smart clusters should'be discarded (Plena,
-with items 20, 3, 23 and 25). These 11 items could be replaced by
others tapping the Main clusters. Since item reliability is low, these
cluster badly need to be increased in length.

If more iterrs than 28 are needed, the test could be given over more
than one day or in two sessions on one day: In fact for reliability
purposes, and for increased poweruin item analysis, the same test could

4 be given with a gap of a week or two. Item responses could then be
averaged across sessions to generate "super-items", i.e., versions of
the items with about twice the reliability.

The emphasis on positive items in the current questionnaire may be
misplaced. If there is an asymmetry in response to items at either end
of the scale, then it is the negative items which should be stressed
since it is'the negative and which tobe assessed.

12
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1. Sometimes we feel like we can' do everything real well, like we are
the best in everything. How often do you-feel you can do every-
thing well? Circle. the A boxfor always, the,5 triangle for sometimes,
the N circle for never.

2. Sometimes we feel really dumb, like we can'Ufigure out anything.-
How often do you feel dumb? Circle the A box for always, the S
triangle for sometimes and the N. circle for never.

3. Sometimes we feel really good-looking. How often dci you fl you
really look good? Circle the A box if you feel you look good all.
the time, the S triangle if you feel you look good sometimes, and
the N circle if you never feel you look good.

4. How many of the kids' in this class like you? Circle the A box if
all ofd them like you, the S triangle,if some of them like you, the N .

CirCle.if none of them like you.

5. How often are you proud of the work you do inlhool? Circle the
A box if you're always proud of your work, the S triangle you're
sometimes proud of your work, and the N circle if you are never
proud of your work.

6. How oftendoes your teacher feel you do good work in class? Circle
the A box.if (she/he) always feels you do good work, the S triangle
if (she/he) sometimes feels you do good work, and the N.circle if
(she/he) never feels you'do good work.

7. Sometimes our friendi really like our ideas, How often do your
friends like your ideas? Circle the-A box if they always like your

:ideas, the S triangle if they sometimes like them and N circle if
they never like them.

8. How many of the kids in this class don't like you? Circle theyA box
if all of them don't like you, the S triangle'if some of them don't
like you and the N circle if none of them don't like you. .

9. SometiMes we feel kind Of ugly - like no one would waht'to look at
us. How often do you feel like that? Circle the A box if you
always feel ugly, the S triangle if you sometimes feel ugly, and
the N circle if you neverlfeel ugly.

10. How many kids in this class would want to sit next to you. Circle
the A box if all of them would, the S triangle if some of them

r would, and.the N circle if none of them would.

II. 'Sometimes we don't like ourselves. Hdw often do you feel that way?
Circle the A box'for all of the time, the S triangle for some of the
time, and, N circlefor none of the time.

12. Co you feel like you are an important person in your class? Circle
the A box for always, the S triangle for sometimes, and the N
circle for never.

15 5
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13. When some kids get really angry at another kid, they hit them. How
'often do you hit people you get mad at?. Circle the A box if you
always hit theft, the S triangle-if you gometimes hit them, and the
N-circle if.yoy.never hit them.

14. When some kids don't like other kids in class, they tease them or
call them names. How-often 4o you.tease the kids you don't-like?
Circle the A box if you always tease the kids you don't like, the
S triangle if-you sometimes tease the kids you don't like, and the
N circle.if you never tease the kids you don't like.

15. How often dt you pay attention in class? Circle the A box if you
always pay attention, the S triangle if you sometimes pay attention,
and the N circle if you never pay attention.

16. How often do 'you act up in class? Circle the A box if you always
act up in Oats, circle the S triangle if you sometimes act up in
class, and circle the N .circle,if you never act up in class.

17. How often do you try hard when you do your school work? Cird.e the
A box if you always try hard, the S triangle if you sometimes try'
hard, and the N circle if you never try hard.

18. Sometimes kids stop doing what they are supposed to do when the
teacher leaves the room. How often do you do that? Circle the A
box if you always stop doing what you're supposed to, the S'trlangle
if you sometimes stop doing what you're supposed to, and the bY
circle if you never stop doing what you're supposed' to.

'19. When you get a special'treat in your lunch, how often do you share
it? Circle,the A box-if you always share it, the S triangle if you
sometimes-share it, and the N circle.if.you never share it.

2Q. Pretend that there was a kid in class that most of your friends
didn't like. Would you, let that kid play with you at recess?
Circle the A boy for always, the S triangle for sometimes, the N
circle for never.

4

21. When you see that another kid in class is really sad about something,
how often do you try to cheer them. up? Circle_the A box if you
always try.to cheer them up, the S triangle if you sometiems try to ,
cheer them up, and the N circle if you never try to cheer them up.

22. How often do you do something special for your friends, just to make
them feel good? Circle, the A box if you do'it a lot of the time,

theStriangleifyoudoitsomeofthetiale,andtheNcircle if
you never do it.

23,., Sometimes we feel that there is nobody we can talk to. How often

do you feel that way? Circle the A box if you always feel that
way, the S triangle if you sometimes feel that way, and the N circle
if if you never feel that way.

1.6
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24. How often do you really have fun when you are in school? Circle the
A box if you always have fun, the S triangle if you sometimes have
fun, and the N circle if you never,have fun.

25. Sometimes people get scared that bad things will happen, scared that
people won't*P4ke them, or that things will go wrong, or that they
will get.in trouble. How often are you scared that bad things will
happen? Circle the A box if you are scared a lot of the time, the S
triangle if you are scared some of the time, and the N circle if you
are never scared bad things will happen.,

26. Sometimes we .are happy and sometimes we are sad. How much of the
time are you happy? Circle the A box if you're always happy, the S
triangle if you're sometimes happy, and the N circle if yod're never
happy.

27. Sometimes, when really good things happen, we feel really, really
-great inside. We want to. tell everyone-about it, we feel excited.
How often do,you feel like that? Circle the A box if you feel that
way a lot of the time, the S triangle if you feel that way some of
the time, and the N circle if you never feel that way.

28. Sometimes we get so interested in something that we want to do it all
the time. How Often do you get that interested in the things you do?
Circle the A box if you're interested a lot of the time,, the S triangle
if you're interested some-of the time, and the N circle if you're ,

never interetted.in what you're doing.
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BELLI-
S

APPENDIX B

The item correlations for the entire sample grouppd
according to the original content clusters (decimals
omitted, N = 405).
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Confirmatory factor analysis on the refined clusters
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APPENDIX D

The item correlations on the reduced sample with items
grouped according to the original clusters determined
by the content analysis (decimals omitted, N = 360).

BELLI-
SOCIAL SKILLS GERENCE COMPLIANCE

ITEM 19 20 21 22 13 14 15 16 17 18

1

SELF
FRIENDS CONCEPT MOOD

4 8 10 1 -.11 23 24 25 26 27 28

LOOKS'
3 9

SMART
2 5 6 7 12

19 100 7 11 20 18 18 10 -1 7 6 15 2 16 7 8 0 1 -2 11 9 13 5 5 %.4,,. -8 8 6 6
20 7 100 -3 - -4 9 -2 -10 -6 -3 1 3 -2 -2 -11 -16 2 8 -1 -4 3 -7 -5 1 3 -2 5 5 -6
21 '11 -3 100 26 7 14 17 7 24 3 8 -10- '6 7 8 2 3 -4 8 18 11 9 3 -1 _14 15 9 11
22 20 -4 26 100 -.41.1O 21 17 6 9 1 12 -5 19 12 14 -3 15 -3 19 19 21 6 7 7 15 13 17 15
13 18 9 7 10 100 25 14 13 15 5 7 -4 -2 1 2 -1 8 5 18 11 -4 12 -13, -4 8 14 -9 12
14 18 -2 14 21 25 100 21 27 10 6 10 -4' 9 11 5 2 16 3 14 22 6 3 0 1 3 12 2 4
15 10 -10 17 lY 14 21 100 36 21 11 14 -1 4 14 11 9 -2 4 10, 13 7 0 6 3 12 19 2 9
16 -1 -6 7 6 13 27 36 100 19 19 6 -3 6

i
20 2 9 6 4 7 19 3 10 13 15 16 11 1 3

17 7 -3 24 4 15 10 21 39 100' 4 3 1 2 7 5 11 20 -6 13 7 9 4 7 4 18 13 -5 2
18 6 1 3 1 5 6 11 19 4 100 .5 3 9 1 11 2 9 6 -4 5 6 -1 7 -4 6 -9 1 1

4 15 3 8 12 11 li 6 3 00 - 19 6 - 0 10 5 19 4 9 9 11 9 13 7
8 2 -2 -10 -5 -4 -4 -1 -3 1 3 -7 100 3 -6 -2 10 11 -7 , -3 1 1 2 -3 4 -6 10 -2 -2
10 16 -2 6 19 -2 9 4 6 2 9 19 3 106 re 4 -1- 21 9 18 21 12 15 14 8 9 ly .8 19
1 7 -11 7 12 1 11 , 14 .20 7 4 6 -6 14 100 18 6 0 6 17 14 8 20 11 6 12 2 12

11 8 -16- -137 14 t 5 11 2 5 11 8 -2 4 18 100' 2 4 00 7 10 5 -2 7 8 6 4 4
23 0 2 2 -3 -I'', 2 9 9 11 2 -10 10 -T 6 2 100 -2 '-1 -3 -2 -11 12 5 7 9 2 6 -1
24 1 8 3 15 8 '16 -2 6 20 9 10 11 21 0 4 -2 100 10 30 20 14 6 15 4 14 3 3 12
25 -2 -1 -4 -3 5 3 4 4 -6 6 5 -7 9 5 -10 -I 10 100 12 -1 2 5 12 13 6 8 6 5
26 11 -4 8 19 18 14 10 7 13 -4 19 -3 18 17 7 -3 30 12 100 31 24 17 8 15 12 20 4 7
27 9 3 18 19, 11 22 13 9 7 '5 4 1 21 14 10 -2 20 -1 . 31 100 20 21 11 5 7 13 '9 12
28 13 -7 11 21 -4 6 7 3 9 6 9 1 12 8 5 -11 14 02 24 20 100 -13 13 0 5 7 10 14
3 5 -5 9 .6 12 3 0 10 4 -1 3 2 15 20 -2 12 6 5 17 21 13 100 6 14 11 14 3 7
9 5 1 3 7 -13 0 6 13 7 7 .9 -3 14 11- 7 5 15 12 8 11 13 6 I00 25 10 3 8 13
2 -1 3 -1 7 -4 1 3 15 4 -4 11 4 8 6 8 7 4 13 15 5 0 14 25 1O0 11 11 6 7
5 -8 -2 14 15 8 3 12 16 18 6 -2 -6 9 12 6 9 '14 '6 12 7 5 11 10 11 100 17 -3 23
6 8 5 15 13 14 12 19 11 13 -9 9 10 16 24 4 2 3 8 20 13 7 14 3 11 17 100 -8 6
7 6 5 9 17 -9 2 2 1 -5 1 13 -2 8 2 4 6 3 6 4 9 "10 3 8 6 -3 -8 100 12

12, 6 -6 11 15 12 4 9 3 2 1 7 -2 19 12 4 -1 12 5 7 12 14 7 13 7 23 6 12 100
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APPENDIX E

Confirmatory factor analysis on the refined clusters
, for the reduced sample (decimals omitted, M 360,

commualities used).

501 SOCIAL SKILLS (19, 21, 22)
502 BELLIGERENCE (13, 14)

503 COMPLIANCE (15, 17, 16, 18)
504 FRIENDS (4, 10)
505 SELF CONCEPT (1, II)

506 MOOD (24, 26, 27, 28)
507 RESIDUAL (3, 9, 2, 5, 6, 7, 12,20, 25, 8, 23)
STANDARD SCORE COEFFICIENT ALPHAS
41. 40. 48. 32. 31. 55. 38.

19 21 22 13 14 15 17 16 18 4 10 1 II 24 26 27 28 3 -9 2 5 6 7 12 20 25 8 23 501 502 503 504 505 507

19

21

22

--II

14

-15

17

16

18
--4

10

II II 20

II 18 26
20 26 35

18 18

7 14

10 21

4 5-11-15
25 30

74-71
15 10

13 27

5 6

10 7 ll 6

17 24 7 3

17 9 6 I

13 5

21 10 27 6

15

8

12

7

10

16

6

19

2

9

7

7

12

1

II

8

8

14

2
5

1 II

3 8
15 19

8 18

16 14

9
18

19

II

22

13

II

21

4
6

5 5

9 3

6 7

12 -13
3 0

-1

-1

7

-4

I

-8

14

15

8

3

8
15

13

14

12

6

9.

17

-9
2

6

11

15

12

4

7

-3

-4

9

-2

-2 2

-4 -10
-3 -5

S -4

3 -4

0
2

-3

-I

2

31 35 12 33

41 20 29 15

60 30 19 33

-27-57---26 6

40 52 36 20

16 18 11

16 21 18

28 38 25

3 I

18 30

1W I I

18 14 21

10--1
7 24 9

-I 7 6
6 3 I

33 21 36 11

21 10 19 4

36: 19 43 19

11 4 19 5

14

3

6

5

4

2

6

9

19

24

14

7

20
I

6

14

11

5

2

11

1
4

-2 g0
20 13

6 7

9 e4
10 19
21 18

0, IT

13

7

9

5

4

21

14

7

9

3

6

9
12

8

0 6

4 7

10 13

-1 7

3 9

15 14

20 11

3

4

15

-4'

11

8

6

12

18

16

6

-2

9

12

19

13

11
-9

9
16

24

2

-5

I

1

13

8

2

9

2

3

I

7

19

12

-10

-3

.6

I

3

-2

-11

4 -1

-6 I

4 -3

6''463
5 -7

9 3

5 -6

9

II

9

2

-105-

-1

6

-33- 33 50--19
30 23 31 5

9 37 66 13

8 10 22 15

26 17 16 46
31 6 12 46

20 12 24-22

2; 14 20

13 26 18

25 13 28

13 8 5

16 21

20 36 37

46 20

16 6 19

IT

-2 9

14 3 6 5

4 2 6 9

24

19

7 12 14 7 20 1 6 14 23 18

11 8 8 14

-1----715
2 5 11 5 2 11 8 4 18 23 4 7 10 5 2 7 8 6 4 4 4 -16 -10 -2 2 22 7 17 11 46 14 3

: 16 -2 20 6 9 10 21 0 4 18 33 20 re 6 1-5 4 14 3 -3 12 8 10 1-1 -2 14 22 19-33 S 42 32
26 II 8 19 18 14 10 13 7 -4 19 18 17 7 30 42 31 24 17 8 15 12 20 4 7 -4 ' 12 -3 -3 28 31 15' 39 26 66 33
27 9 18 19 11 22 13 7 9 5 4 21 14 10 20 31 24 20 21 11 5 7 13 9 12 3 -1 I -2 35 32 19 26 26 49 30
28 13 II 21 -4 6 7 9 3 6 9 12 8 -5 14 24 20 14 13 13 0 5 Z 10 14 -7 2 I -II 34 2 14 22 15 37 1B

' . 2-1 0- 4 10 -1 3 15 20 -2 6 17 21 13 9 6 14 11 14 3 7 -5 5 2 12 15 14 7 19 20 2930
9 5 3 7 -13 0 6 7 13 7 9 14 11 7 15 8 II 13 6 13 25 10 3 8 13 I 12 -3 5 11 -13 18 24 20 24 36
2 -1 -1 7 -4 I 3 4 15 -4 11 8 6 8 4 15 5 0 14 25 23 11 11 6 '7 3 13 4 7 4 -3 10 20 15 12 48
5 -8 14 15 8 3 12 18 16 6 -2 9 12 6 14 12 7 5 II 10 II 12 17 -3 23 -2 6 -6 9 16 10 29 '8 20 20 34

6 8 15 13 14 12 19 13 II -9 9 16 24 4 3 20 13 7 14 3 II 17 9 -8 6 - 5 8 10 2 27 25 19 28 31 22 29
7 6 9 17 -9 2 2 -5 1 1 13 8 2 4 3 4 9 10 3 8 6 -3 -8 2 12 5 6 -2 6 24 -7 -1 23 6 13 13

12 6 11 15 12 4 9 2 3 I 7 19 12 4 12 7 12 14 7 13 7 23 6 12 8 -6 5 -2 -1 23 15 8 28 18 23 28

20 7 -3 ,-4 9 -2 -10 -3 -6 1 3 -2 -11 -16 8 -4 3 -7 -5 I 3 -2 5 5 -6 0 -I -2 2 0 7 -10 I -30 0 0
25 -2 -4 5 3 4 -6 4 6 5 9 5 -10 10 12 -1 2 5 12 13 6 8 6 5 -1 4 -7 -1 -6 8 5 14 -5 12 19
B 2 -I0 -5 14 -4 rI 1 -3 3 -7 3 -6 -2 II -3 I I 2 -3 4 -6 10 -2 -2 -2 -7 0 10 -9 -7 0 -4 -8 5 2

23 0 2 -3 2 9 11 9 2 -10 -I 6 2 -2 -3 -2 -II 12 5 7 9 2 6 -I 2 -1 10 4 -I I 18 -12 9 -10 20
551- 3 el 4115-33 -30-1-13---26- 31 20 12--14--28 35 34 15-1 4 16 27 24 21 2) -6 -/ -1 1006445 6V 46 58---40
502 35 20 30 52 52 33 23 37 10 17 6 12 7 22 31 32 2 14 -13 -3 10 25 -7 15 7 8 -7 I 64 100 59 25 20 45 19

503 12 29 19 26 36 58 31 66 22 16 12 24 17 19 15 19 14 7 18 10 29 19 -I 8 --I0 5 0 18 45 59 100 30 45 35 41

504 33 15 33 6 20 19 5 13 15 46 46 22 13 33 39 26 22 19' 24 20 8 28 23 20 I 14 -4 -12 61 25 30 100 38 62 57
505 16 16 28 3 18 28 13 25 13 16 20 46 46 5 26 26 15 20 20 15 20 31 6 18 -30 -5 -8 9 46 20 45 38 100 37 37

506 18 21 38 17 30 14 26 13 8 21 36 20 14 42 66 49 37 29 24 12 20 22 13 23, 0 12 5 -10 58 45 35 62 37 100 58
507 11 18 25 II 9 20 18 28 5 16 37 31 3 32 33 30 18 30 36 48 34 29 13 28 0 19 2 20 40 19 41 57 37 68 100
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